
 

 

 
TESTIMONY OF MASSACHUSETTS BUSINESS ALLIANCE FOR EDUCATION 

BEFORE SENATE CHAIR SONIA CHANG-DIAZ, HOUSE CHAIR ALICE PEISCH, 

AND MEMBERS OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, June 11, 2015 

 

Opposing H.340 – An Act relative to a moratorium on high stakes testing and PARCC, 

and related bills before the Committee regarding education assessments  

 

The Massachusetts Business Alliance for Education (MBAE), and the business leaders 

it represents, are committed to excellence, opportunity and innovation in our public 

education system to prepare all students to succeed in a global economy and society. 

 

MBAE is proud of the leadership role it played in the development and passage of the 

Education Reform Act of 1993.   That compact of high standards and accountability 

in return for state funding to help all students meet these demands has propelled 

Massachusetts to the top of the nation on many measures of education progress.  

Yet, despite our students’ achievement, we still have the same unacceptable socio-

economic and racial achievement gaps as we did over twenty years ago.   

 

Remediation rates at public higher education and a skills gap that makes finding 

qualified applicants to fill jobs a constant struggle for employers provide clear 

evidence that Massachusetts’s education system is not sufficiently preparing all 

students to take their place in the state’s knowledge based economy.  And, we face 

this challenge at a time when there are fewer options available to students who are 

not ready to attain postsecondary credentials.  According to the Georgetown Center 

for Education and the Workforce, Massachusetts has more online jobs requiring a 

college degree – 63% of listings – than any other state in the country.  We also top 

the nation with 72% of jobs projected to require a postsecondary credential or 

degree by 2018. 

 

The Commonwealth’s leadership positions in education and innovation are 

threatened by these large and persistent educational achievement gaps and widening 

workforce skills gaps.  Recent research indicates that our educational progress has 

leveled off and our rate of improvement is not commensurate to those of other 

states and nations.  As the Commonwealth has in the past, we must continue to 

adapt and employ the most current knowledge and evidence to educate our youth 

and equip them with the competencies required to succeed in postsecondary 

education or to qualify for jobs in the future.  

 

We can provide the exceptional education our citizens expect and deserve by slowing 

down or taking a break.  As Massachusetts considers changes to our assessment 

system to align it with the high standards adopted five years ago and being taught 

successfully in most classrooms, it is critical that new tests are utilized to give 

educators, students and families an honest indication of whether they are on track to 

meet postsecondary demands.  MBAE has examined MCAS and PARCC as indicators 



 

 

 
of college and career readiness and shared our findings with you in the report 

attached to this testimony.  It is clear that although MCAS has served us well, it was 

not designed nor does it serve, as an indicator of the types of information educators, 

students and families need today.  The stakes are high for employers who depend on 

a well-educated and highly skilled workforce to thrive and grow, and even higher for 

students who risk being left behind.  What Massachusetts chooses to assess 

inevitably influences what is taught in our schools.   

As a business organization committed to an education system that prepares all 

students to be productive citizens, we believe that the decision about new 

assessments is an important opportunity.   Honest measures of whether students are 

performing at grade level are essential to inform instruction so educators can help all 

students learn, whether they need greater challenges or extra support.  This 

Committee should not take any action that would interfere with the process that has 

engaged those educators and been thoughtfully conducted to provide the Board of 

Elementary and Secondary Education what they need to reach the best decision for 

our state and its children. 

We are also concerned that the bills urging that Massachusetts lower its graduation 

standards or otherwise codify opt out policies in statute would result in a loss of 

federal funding since federal law requires that the state maintain a 95 percent 

participation rate in assessments.  Furthermore, only by assessing all students can 

achievement gaps be identified and can parents and teachers the critical information 

to support and serve historically underserved schools and students.  Attached to this 

testimony is a copy of a statement from twelve national civil rights groups reminding 
us that: 

 “The educational outcomes for the children we represent are unacceptable by 

almost every measurement.  And we rely on the consistent, accurate, and 

reliable data provided by annual statewide assessments to advocate for better 

lives and outcomes for our children.  These data are critical for understanding 
whether and where there is equal opportunity.” 

We urge you not to take the action proposed in H. 340 but instead to use the tried 

and true system for updating our standards and assessments that has made 

Massachusetts competitive with other state and international education systems in 

the past.  Massachusetts cannot be complacent and assume our standing in the 

nation is secure. MBAE urges this Committee to resist attempts to dismantle the hard 

work already done or obstruct the efforts underway to educate all students in the 

Commonwealth for a successful future.   

 

 

For more information, please contact:  

Linda M. Noonan, Executive Director  

Massachusetts Business Alliance for Education  

617-737-3122  

lnoonan@mbae.org 

 

 

 


